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Rhuna and her family have boarded a ship for the land of Varappa seeking shelter from the evilness that has
threatened their lives and the lives of all Atlans. Forced into exile to survive, Rhuna makes some discoveries
and difficult choices. The Dark Master reveals himself and challenges Rhuna. Can she defeat the Dark Master
or will she give in to his desires? Barbara Underwood continues the series with a serious look at r
WordsAPlenty received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. To save her world, Rhuna must
take a long hard look at what is right and what she must do to keep her loved ones safe. New Horizons is a
well written, highly descriptive story with a solid storyline, dialog and character depth. There are moments of
terror, happiness, and sadness. This is a story that stays with the reader long after the last page is turned. Is
there a middle place between right and wrong? Is it truly a place one can survive and be happy? Is there any
turning back? Readers cannot help but connect to the characters and the uncertainty of moving to a new place
and learning new ways. The values one has is called into question repeatedly â€” at which point is it OK to
stand up for what you believe and when to challenge others? Rhuna has grown with each book but is still
innocent in some ways. Her family is strong but separated by the Dark Master in different ways. Can Rhuna, a
strong but innocent woman bring her family back together and keep them safe. This is something every
mother, wife, sister and friend has asked themselves. WordsAPlenty gives Barbara Underwood a strong 5-star
rating for her talent to make her readers question their actions and beliefs as well as her storytelling strength.
New Horizons for an honest review. After reading this book I decided to buy a copy. This is book 4 in the
series and just as great. It starts right where book 3 left off. I absolutely loved it! I feel that despite her being
emotionally stunted from her first 13 years of life, just my opinion, Rhuna has grown so much since book 1,
and in this book we get to see her seek approval on ideas, decisions, etc. Rhuna still has her almost child like
excitement and wonder when she experiences and learns new things. Rhuna is happy that she gets to be with
her family an dhopes everything will go well and all will be happy npw. But of course that is not what
happens. She does get to be with her family but ends up with The Dark Master revealing himself and
challenging Rhuna. She has to go through more trials but ends up growing and becoming a better person for
herself. The sto In this book Rhuna and her family have boarded a ship for the land of Varappa seeking shelter
after being forced into exile to survive. The story made me stop and think at may points. Ut had twists and
funny scenes too. I thought it was funny she ends up escaping to Varappa with her enemies that have become
not quite friends per say but people she had to face. IMy honest review is read it after the other books in the
series to follow how Rhuna grows and the situations she neds up in.
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New Horizons at Kennedy Space Center in The spacecraft is comparable in size and general shape to a grand
piano and has been compared to a piano glued to a cocktail bar-sized satellite dish. The Pioneers have
hexagonal bodies, whereas the Voyagers , Galileo, and Cassiniâ€”Huygens have decagonal , hollow bodies. A
aluminium alloy tube forms the main structural column, between the launch vehicle adapter ring at the "rear,"
and the 2. The titanium fuel tank is in this tube. The RTG attaches with a 4-sided titanium mount resembling a
gray pyramid or stepstool. Titanium provides strength and thermal isolation. The structure is larger than
strictly necessary, with empty space inside. The structure is designed to act as shielding , reducing electronics
errors caused by radiation from the RTG. Also, the mass distribution required for a spinning spacecraft
demands a wider triangle. The interior structure is painted black to equalize temperature by radiative heat
transfer. Overall, the spacecraft is thoroughly blanketed to retain heat. Unlike the Pioneers and Voyagers, the
radio dish is also enclosed in blankets that extend to the body. While in the inner Solar System, the spacecraft
must prevent overheating, hence electronic activity is limited, power is diverted to shunts with attached
radiators, and louvers are opened to radiate excess heat. While the spacecraft is cruising inactively in the cold
outer Solar System, the louvers are closed, and the shunt regulator reroutes power to electric heaters.
Propulsion and attitude control[ edit ] New Horizons has both spin-stabilized cruise and three-axis stabilized
science modes controlled entirely with hydrazine monopropellant. Helium is used as a pressurant, with an
elastomeric diaphragm assisting expulsion. Significantly, had the backup option been taken, this would have
meant less fuel for later Kuiper belt operations. There are 16 thrusters on New Horizons: Two star cameras are
used to measure the spacecraft attitude. They are mounted on the face of the spacecraft and provide attitude
information while in spin-stabilized or 3-axis mode. In between the time of star camera readings, spacecraft
orientation is provided by dual redundant miniature inertial measurement units. Each unit contains three
solid-state gyroscopes and three accelerometers. Two Adcole Sun sensors provide attitude determination. One
detects the angle to the Sun, whereas the other measures spin rate and clocking. RTG output is relatively
predictable; load transients are handled by a capacitor bank and fast circuit breakers. The RTG contains 9. It
was developed by the U. The Department of Energy transferred the space battery program from Ohio to
Argonne in because of security concerns. The amount of radioactive plutonium in the RTG is about one-third
the amount on board the Cassiniâ€”Huygens probe when it launched in That Cassini launch was protested by
some. The United States Department of Energy estimated the chances of a New Horizons launch accident that
would release radiation into the atmosphere at 1 in , and monitored the launch [53] as it always does when
RTGs are involved. Each of the two systems is duplicated for redundancy , for a total of four computers.
Multiple redundant clocks and timing routines are implemented in hardware and software to help prevent
faults and downtime. To conserve heat and mass, spacecraft and instrument electronics are housed together in
IEMs integrated electronics modules. There are two redundant IEMs. On March 19, the Command and Data
Handling computer experienced an uncorrectable memory error and rebooted itself, causing the spacecraft to
go into safe mode. No impact on the subsequent mission was expected. The spacecraft uses dual modular
redundancy transmitters and receivers, and either right- or left-hand circular polarization. The downlink signal
is amplified by dual redundant watt traveling-wave tube amplifiers TWTAs mounted on the body under the
dish. The receivers are new, low-power designs. The system can be controlled to power both TWTAs at the
same time, and transmit a dual-polarized downlink signal to the DSN that nearly doubles the downlink rate.
DSN tests early in the mission with this dual polarization combining technique were successful, and the
capability is now considered operational when the spacecraft power budget permits both TWTAs to be
powered. In addition to the high-gain antenna , there are two backup low-gain antennas and a medium-gain
dish. The high-gain dish has a Cassegrain reflector layout, composite construction, and a 2. The prime-focus,
medium-gain antenna, with a 0. The forward low-gain antenna is stacked atop the feed of the medium-gain
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antenna. The aft low-gain antenna is mounted within the launch adapter at the rear of the spacecraft. This
antenna was used only for early mission phases near Earth, just after launch and for emergencies if the
spacecraft had lost attitude control. New Horizons recorded scientific instrument data to its solid-state memory
buffer at each encounter, then transmitted the data to Earth. Because of the extreme distance from Pluto and
the Kuiper belt, only one buffer load at those encounters can be saved. This is because New Horizons would
require approximately 16 months after leaving the vicinity of Pluto to transmit the buffer load back to Earth.
In order for the cameras to record data, the entire probe must turn, and the one-degree-wide beam of the
high-gain antenna was not pointing toward Earth. Previous spacecraft, such as the Voyager program probes,
had a rotatable instrumentation platform a "scan platform" that could take measurements from virtually any
angle without losing radio contact with Earth. New Horizons was mechanically simplified to save weight,
shorten the schedule, and improve reliability during its year lifetime. The Voyager 2 scan platform jammed at
Saturn, and the demands of long time exposures at outer planets led to a change of plans such that the entire
probe was rotated to make photos at Uranus and Neptune, similar to how New Horizons rotated. Science
payload[ edit ] New Horizons carries seven instruments: The instruments are to be used to investigate the
global geology, surface composition, surface temperature, atmospheric pressure, atmospheric temperature and
escape rate of Pluto and its moons. This temperature differential requires insulation, and isolation from the rest
of the structure. The optical elements sit in a composite light shield, and mount with titanium and fiberglass
for thermal isolation. Overall mass is 8. LORRI image search at jhuapl. SWAP measures particles of up to 6.
Unlike SWAP, which measures particles of up to 6.
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